I. NATIONAL AWARDS

Fulbright English Teaching Assistant Award to Germany
  Alexander Price Robinson—of Georgia

Algernon Sydney Sullivan Medallion
  Peggy Owusu-Ansah—of Virginia

II. THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Dean’s Scholars
  Elizabeth Brooks De Wetter—of Colorado
  Alexander Price Robinson—of Georgia
  Gary Michael Satin—of Tennessee
  Madison Marie Sellers—of North Carolina
  Kalia A’Janique Thompson—of California

Alex Shipley Jr. Award—for distinction in Politics during the senior year
  Anne Dobson Ball—of South Carolina
  Caroline Cecilia Clements—of Florida
  Abdul Halim Labi—of Georgia

Allen Farmer Award—for outstanding senior leadership in Earth and Environmental Systems
  William Mitchell Wolfe—of Tennessee

Andrew Nelson Lytle Award for Excellence in Southern Studies
  Sarah Jane Kemmer—of Alabama
Award for Distinction in Art History
Anna Olivia Wood—of Tennessee

Award for Excellence in Finance
Siqi Liu—of China

Barron-Cravens Cup—*for the outstanding male athlete*
Zachary Richard Shunnarah—of Alabama

Bishop Juhan Award—*for excellence in swimming*
Elliott Edwards Waugh Robinson—of Virginia
Daniel Pryor Shrader—of Tennessee

Blake & Bailey Post-Baccalaureate Fellowship
Mary Elizabeth Bullard—of Alabama

Charles Hammond Memorial Cup—*for the male athlete who best exemplifies excellence in scholarship and leadership*
Zachary Richard Shunnarah—of Alabama

Charles Trawick Harrison Prize in English
Kristopher Colgan Kennedy—of Tennessee

Clarence Day Community Service Award
Anne Dobson Ball—of South Carolina
Felix Sitton Wilson—of Tennessee

E. G. Richmond Prize in Social Sciences
Henry Lane Clayton—of Tennessee
Cyrus Etienne Wilson—of Maryland

Eugene Mark Kayden Prize in Economics
Dheer Snehal Avashia—of India
Perry Winston Smith—of Alabama

Evelyn H. Mooney Award—*for the outstanding female athlete*
Gillian Little Aiken—of Virginia

Gilbert Gilchrist Memorial Music Award
Alexandria Lauren Grace Dent—of Florida
Nicholas Kyrin Govindan—of Massachusetts
Peggy Owusu-Ansah—of Virginia

Harry C. Yeatman Award in Biology
Jonah Alexander Gier—of Alabama
Oliver Bradley Hutchens—of Tennessee
Julia Anastasia Papapanagiotou—of Texas
Hugh Harris Caldwell Jr. Award—*for excellence in Philosophy*
William James Hargrave—of Texas

James Young Perry Sr. C’18 Award—*for the football player exhibiting exemplary character and sportsmanship*
Michael Jamahl McGhee—of Tennessee

John Flynn Outstanding Female Intramural Athlete of the Year Award
Caroline Cecilia Clements—of Florida

John Flynn Outstanding Male Intramural Athlete of the Year Award
Ian Everett Foust—of South Carolina

John McCrady Memorial Award—*for excellence in Art*
Rebecca Pocahontas Dorward—of Texas

Judy Running Memorial Music Prize
William Jamie Hitel—of Connecticut
Elizabeth Graham Shiverick—of Georgia
Hannah Lee Swann—of Tennessee

Julie Berebitsky Prize in Women’s and Gender Studies
Ava Blane Spiegel—of North Carolina

Kayden Scholarship for Graduate Study
Dheer Snehal Avashia—of India
Siqi Liu—of China
Daniel Ryan Walbolt—of Florida

King Prize for Excellence in History
Callista Rose Abner—of Tennessee
Adam Christopher Truelove—of Tennessee

Leroy Environmental Service Award
Joseph David Brown—of Tennessee

Nicholas Barnet Gilliam Jr. Award—*for outstanding performance in Theatre*
Michaela Standefer Walker—of Tennessee

Outstanding Senior in French Award
Sarah Katherine Davidson—of Louisiana

Robert Hooke Prize—*for achievement in Mathematics*
Martha Louise Clark—of Louisiana
Ruggles-Wright Prize in French
Cameron Marcellus Henderson—of Alabama

Schauss Award—for inquiry, initiative, and engagement in Spanish-speaking culture
Amelia Leaphart—of Georgia

Shepard Photography Award
Maria Claire Mattingly—of Tennessee

Shotwell Cup—for excellence in cross country
Samuel David Kearley—of Colorado
Janie Gage Schmitt—of South Carolina

Susan Miller Selden Award—for excellence in the Sciences and the Humanities and demonstrated community service
Elizabeth Brooks De Wetter—of Colorado

Tennessee Williams Award for Creative Writing
Kristopher Colgan Kennedy—of Tennessee

Tennessee Williams Post-Baccalaureate Fellowship
Plum Estella Champlin—of Tennessee

William T. Allen Award—for excellence in Physics
Hugh Everett Graham—of Tennessee
III. HONORARY MEMBERSHIPS

**Phi Beta Kappa**

Pravesh Agarwal  
Anne Dobson Ball  
Joseph David Brown  
Katherine M. Butler  
Katherine Elizabeth Cheever  
Martha Louise Clark  
Caroline Cecilia Clements  
Alexandria Lauren Grace Dent  
Margaret Louise Dick  
Jonah Alexander Gier  
Benjamin Edward Fitzgerald Hatfield  
Elizabeth Maybank Hogan  
Dorothy Virginia Hudspeth  
Margaret Elizabeth Grey Kenna  
Natalie Maureen Kilanowski- Doroh  
Abbie Murphy Kleckley  
Amelia Asha Leaphart  
Siqi Liu  
Anna Katherine McCasland  
Anna Püsök  
Elizabeth Shumate Read  
Kristina Romanenkova  
Emma Katherine Ross Sermons  
Madison Marie Sellers  
Liza Jaye Shoaf  
Emma C. Spicer  
Kalia A’Janique Thompson  
Emily Joy True  
Adam Christopher Truelove  
Ziyu Wang  
Emily Ashani Weerasinghe  
Alexandria Noel Williams

**Omicron Delta Kappa**

Callista Rose Abner  
Pravesh Agarwal  
Seifaldin Selim Aldalil  
Kenneth Luke Alderson  
Ashton Morgan Anton  
Anne Dobson Ball  
Isabelle Marie Berthelot  
Joseph David Brown  
Katherine McLamb Butler  
Plum Estella Champlin  
Katherine Elizabeth Cheever  
Ella Caroline Cobbs  
Elizabeth Marie Davis  
James Preston Furman  
Francesca Kent George  
Benjamin Edward Fitzgerald Hatfield  
Sarah Jane Kemmer  
Margaret Elizabeth Grey Kenna  
Abdul Halim Labi  
Amelia Leaphart  
Margaret Ann Lorenzen  
Anne Stuart Masterson  
Anna Katherine McCasland  
Paul Brown Myers  
Nicole Allyson Nesbitt  
Harriet Cady Oglesby  
Anna Püsök  
Madeline Leigh Ramon  
Alexander Price Robinson  
Patrick Lyman Rodriguez  
Emma Ross-Sermons  
Zachary Richard Shunnarah  
Lily Katherine Smith  
Marshall Foster Smith  
Ava Blane Spiegel  
Olivia Grace Stanley  
Casey Meyer Thomsen  
Ziyu Wang  
Emily Ashani Weerasinghe  
Cyrus Etienne Wilson
**Sigma Alpha Alpha**
- Ashton Morgan Anton
- Alice Claire Charboneau
- Abbie Murphy Kleckley
- James Preston Furman
- Natalia Mary Nassar
- Nicole Allyson Nesbitt
- Olivia Diane Rhodes
- Zachary Richard Shunnarah

**Bonner Leaders**
- Anne Dobson Ball
- Ella Caroline Cobbs
- Sarah Jane Kemmer
- Alexander Janssen Knight
- Yuncheng Ni
- Monae Antonia Scott
- Zachary Richard Shunnarah

**Carey Fellows**
- Callista Rose Abner
- James Preston Furman
- Francesca Kent George
- William Lecocq Robins McAdams
- Anna Katherine McCasland
- Madeline Leigh Ramon
- Lily Katherine Smith
- Marshall Foster Smith

**Hippocrates Fellows**
- Benjamin Edward Fitzgerald Hatfield
- Abbie Murphy Kleckley
- Julia Anastasia Papapanagiotou
- Prisha Rajasekaran
- Hayeon Ryou
- Samuel Quincey Somerville